
Dialogue about Practice: Conversations that Create and Sustain Innovation

Continuous improvement requires talking candidly, directly, and respectfully about how teaching is 
going. Independent schools have a powerful culture of “radical teacher autonomy,” where teachers 
do their own teaching behind closed doors, but really innovation in teaching practice happens in 
teams of people supporting one another. In this workshop, participants will explore specific strategies 
for helping teachers talk with one another about their practice, especially avoiding the pitfalls of 
politeness that prevent teachers and administrators from talking frankly and respectfully about how 
they can improve learning for students.  

Participants will examine the latest trends and best practices in innovative leadership and how it 
impacts the financial sustainability of independent schools.

Justin Reich, Co-Founder, EdTechTeacher, and Executive Director, MIT Teaching Systems Lab
Justin Reich is an educational researcher interested in the future of learning in a networked world. He 
is the executive director of the Teaching Systems Lab at the Massachusetts Institute of Technology 
(MIT), a research scientist in the MIT Office of Digital Learning, and a lecturer in the Scheller Teacher 
Education Program. He is co-founder of EdTechTeacher, a professional learning consultancy devoted 
to helping teachers leverage technology to create studentcentered, inquiry-based learning 
environments. He was previously the Richard L. Menschel HarvardX Research Fellow, where he led 
the initiative to study largescale, open online learning through the HarvardX Initiative, and a lecturer 
at the Harvard Graduate School of Education. 

Justin is an alumnus of the Fellows program at the Berkman Klein Center for Internet and Society. He 
earned his doctorate from Harvard University, where he created the Distributed Collaborative 
Learning Communities project, a Hewlett Foundation funded initiative to examine how social media 
are used in K-12 classrooms. He writes the EdTechResearcher blog for Education Week, and his 
writings have appeared in Science, The New Yorker, The Atlantic, Educational Researcher, The 
Washington Post, Inside Higher Ed, The Christian Science Monitor, and other publications. 

Justin started his career teaching wilderness medicine, and later taught high school world history and 
history electives, and coached wrestling and outdoor
activities.

Additional Information
Participants will earn 3 CPE credits.
Field of Study: Specialized Knowledge
Prerequisites: Basic knowledge of independent school finances
Advanced Preparation: None
Program Level: Update
Delivery Method: Group Live


